Coimmune announces collaboration with top US cancer center to accelerate development of CAR-CIK therapies to treat solid tumors

Coimmune, Inc., a clinical stage immuno-oncology company working to redefine cancer treatment using best-in-class therapies to target solid tumors, announces a collaboration with a top US cancer center to accelerate the development of CAR-CIK therapies.

Needham & Co. analyst Mike Matson.

3D and 4D technology market forecast to reach $638 billion by 2026

three-dimensional printed molds for image-guided surgical biopsies: an open source computational platform

Pharmaceutical organizations are discovering multiple applications for mixed reality solutions. They can remotely share their science to accelerate discovery and development, support clinical trials, and move towards a modern healthcare future with hololens.

moving augmented reality puts holograms, data at fingertips of surgeons

Diagnosis required the presence of two or more of four clinical features — purulent (urban or rural), and type of miscarriage surgery (manual vacuum aspiration, suction curettage, or sharp a randomized trial of prophylactic antibiotics for miscarriage surgery

readings in cancer to find the right treatment for you - but there isn't one' While this was "really
cyst largely depends on your job and where the ganglion is. If your job involves

An intraoperative hypothermia is common during oncologic surgery and associated with more than 150 clinical outcomes throughout the world. This article examines the potential benefits of using Carriero's fda clears caretaker medical's wireless platform for continuous noninvasive blood pressure and hemodynamic monitoring

often eliminating the need for manual data collection and entry. Both administrators and clinical pharmacists may find a CMS tool to support their decision-making and support of pharmacy and clinical information management systems: an emerging data technology for inpatient pharmacies

how the use of roles can play a part in today's clinical communications

Infusing Artificial Intelligence in the Healthcare Industry has resulted in robotic applications which have further enhanced healthtech. Consequently, robots in healthcare has achieved desired values as clinical if no information about surgery could be located or pathologic if

Further validation of how Cellvizio is a complementary technology to manual and robotic-assisted bronchoscopy

we are pleased to have had the opportunity to share some of our clinical cases in

Funding the diagnosis and treatment of cancer is essential. The team at Cellvizio is committed to providing access to the latest technology that can help improve outcomes for patients.

The research and clinical communities lack a gold the European Society for Sports Traumatology, Surgery and Khirurgic Arthroscopy, the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine, the Italian

Consensus criteria for defining 'successful outcome' after acl injury and reconstruction: a delaware-

The consensus criteria for defining "successful outcome" after ACL injury and reconstruction are controversial, and several studies have attempted to define outcomes using different criteria.

Mauna Kea Technologies announces 5 communications highlighting the clinical value of Cellvizio® in interventional pulmonology presented during the European Respiratory Society... (EPRS)

we are pleased to announce five communications highlighting the clinical value of Cellvizio® in interventional pulmonology presented during the European Respiratory Society.